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The current deal still restricts divergence from the EU

Since our founding in 1989, the Bruges Group's campaign against a federal Europe 
has made strides, resulting in our exit from the European Union on the 31st 
January, 2020. Our ability to freely make our own trade deals, control our borders, 
and decide our laws has returned, mostly. However, to be able to take action on 
those very issues, much work needs to be done. Our ability to make decisions on 
immigration, for example, has been hampered by decisions by the European Court 
of Human Rights, and our existing Brexit legislation still permits Brussels to have a 
say.

Section 29 of the European Union (Future Relationship) Act 2020 similarly makes a
general modification to all existing domestic law, so far as necessary to comply 
with the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement. That gives the EU influence over 
our future legislation and keeps us bound to Brussels writ.

There were around 2,400 EU laws applying to the UK and now, with the 2023 
Windsor Framework, that number is getting smaller - but it must be reduced 
further. The work to review those laws and assess if they belong in a post-Brexit 
Britain begins and it starts here.

Brexit isn't finished, yet.

There is a campaign, supported by trade unions, many Conservative MPs and those 
from opposition parties, to retain EU law, much of which is still in place as if the UK 
has never left. The Bruges Group will continue to campaign for the sunset clause to 
end legacy EU laws that are holding Britain back.

The Bruges Group will lead the way in deciding what should replace EU law. The 
Government does not have the capacity to do this on their own. The vested 
interests that do not want change need to be countered. 

Keeping EU laws means we are not truly free. Only by changing the law do we gain 
the benefits of the freedom we fought so hard to win.

Financial services still governed according to EU law. Fishing waters are still 
occupied and exploited by the EU depriving UK fleets, and Britain’s coastal towns, 
of valuable resources. European Court judgements are still binding on EU retained 
law. The European Court of Justice determines the rights of EU citizens in the UK.

Furthermore - despite the initial optimism of the Windsor Framework - Northern 
Ireland is still denied parity to the rest of the United Kingdom. Despite some 
progress on reducing the friction in the flow of goods, EU oversight, and the 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2020/29/contents/enacted
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/948119/EU-UK_Trade_and_Cooperation_Agreement_24.12.2020.pdf


application of EU laws in Northern Ireland - a constituent part of our United 
Kingdom - there still remains European Union jurisdiction within Northern Ireland. 
It would hence be inaccurate to view Northern Ireland and the United Kingdom, as 
a whole, to be a sovereign nation, able to make decisions on a sovereign basis. The
Stormont Brake is a significant step forward, and we applaud this. Still, more needs 
to be done to restore NI's place as a vital constituent member of the United 
Kingdom.

We need a new British Bill of Rights to guarantee fundamental rights, freedom of 
speech, and the legislative supremacy of Parliament. All references to European 
legislation should be removed from domestic legislation.

A United Kingdom, A United People
Unity is Strength. The Bruges Group will oppose any means to sow division 
between the Nations of the United Kingdom, and that includes means to undermine 
Northern Ireland's place in the Union. Northern Ireland should be given parity with 
England, Scotland, and Wales - it is the letter of the law. The Bruges Group will lead 
the way in opposing any and all attempts to create a border in the Irish Sea. The 
Windsor Framework may have eased the flow of goods, reduced the degree of ECJ 
oversight, and given Northern Ireland the power to reduce any further distancing 
of NI from the rest of the UK, but it has by no means restored Northern Ireland to 
parity. 

Our plan is for the UK to have border fixtures while retaining Good Friday 
Agreement/Belfast Agreement requirement not to have security installations - as 
GFA is only for security installations as they appeared during the Troubles. Free 
movement maintained on the UK side. If the EU side wishes to create border posts, 
that is their choice.

Growth and Prosperity: Cornerstones for Post-Brexit Success
The Bruges Group will seek to make deregulation a reality and unleash Britain's 
potential. We'd carry out a fundamental review of EU retained laws and proceed 
with the repeal of inherited EU red tape. Northern Ireland's new Stormont Brake 
will further enable the abrogation of existing and future EU law to apply to the 
whole United Kingdom.

We will liberate Britain’s finance industry, including private equity, asset 
management, and insurance from EU solvency requirements. British solvency 
funds (the amount of capital insurers and other finance had to hold as reserve 
money in case of difficulties) could be invested into crucial infrastructure. We need 
to make rules to ensure this solvency capital can only go into British projects.

The City of London must remain the clearing house of the world and its position 
must remain undisputed. However, we must also level-up in all sectors of industry, 
and that includes finance. 



Chronic underinvestment in defence has brought our nation's vulnerable position 
to the forefront. A lack of innovation and an insubstantial international presence 
has undermined Britain's position in the world, since the winding down of Britain's 
defences in the Far East some 50 years ago, the geopolitical implications of which 
we are still dealing with today. A post-Brexit Britain with the freedom to pursue its 
own defence policy should seek to extend our influence in the world once more, 
through providing stability and security to safeguard Britain's interests, and the 
world's.

We would start by cancelling Defence and Security Public Contracts Regulations 
(DSPCR) for defence procurement, which is wrapped in onerous EU case law and 
adopt WTO (GPA) provisions which of course are not. This would permit far more 
UK-limited contract competitions for defence and security including supply ships, 
patrol ships, coastguard, police launches, border force, ice patrol ships, a new 
Royal Yacht Britannia, logistics vessels, non-combat Royal Navy (RN) and Royal 
Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) vessels, hydrographic, Maritime & Coastguard Agency (MCA) 
craft, tugs, and much more. All equivalent aircraft and vehicles and even steel 
suppliers to be British. Huge win for UK manufacturers many billions of pounds 
kept in UK plc and tens of thousands of new jobs. (This can also restrict 
employment to UK citizens if we wish.) This policy alone would create a huge boost 
to the economy like the American pump-priming of US industry in the early 1980s 
via Reagan’s increased defence spending, part of Reagan’s ‘economic miracle’.

Britain should exit EU defence arrangement and focus on the main alliance that
matters and has always mattered: NATO. The Bruges Group supports an enhanced 
British defence sector: using British-built defence equipment, the UK should use its 
freedom from the Common Security and Defence Policy to begin negotiations to 
enter its own defence agreements with vital port nations/cities internationally, 
including ports with geopolitical importance, using the RN’s position of strength as 
a shield. British companies should use their strength in corporate governance to 
help set up and lead the respective port authorities.

A truly levelled-up Britain will promote Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in 
other parts of the UK, to level-up finance. The establishment of a second stock 
exchange in another major city, such as Cardiff, Edinburgh, Northampton, or Leeds, 
in order to promote the listing of SMEs - giving British businesses more exposure 
and access to capital, and promoting levelling up.

With the EU’s state aid rules repealed, the role of the UK Infrastructure Bank should 
also be reformed to go beyond giving loans to local governments for meeting net 
zero targets, and towards supporting British companies in building infrastructure 
both at home and abroad.

A Homeland, Defended



Britain's fishing industry is vital to our domestic food security. Our focus would be 
on diminution of foreign fishing rights and strategic public-private investment in 
provincial/coastal fishing facilities, training and vessels. Private investment would 
be encouraged by the promise of increased opportunities for UK crews.

Fishing and Freedom

A Robust Coastal Defence
A coast defended is a homeland defended, and it is what makes up a sovereign 
nation, with sovereign borders. Britain is no different, and as a nation surrounded 
by sea, this is more important than ever. For too long, our borders have remained 
vulnerable to the cruel intentions of the people traffickers, taking advantage of 
migrants' hopes of a better future and putting them in danger. As such, it is 
essential to police UK waters against piratical quota jumpers. It is a grave injustice 
that while the MCA takes no action over illegal entry, it remains far stricter on UK 
crews over whom they have jurisdiction in port.

The MCA should no demur from impounding the many rule-breaking foreign vessels 
they are currently ignoring but should in fact be incentivised to do so. With the 
Royal Navy jointly leading any future operation, the RN and MCA will be able to 
compete for most foreign incursions apprehended - thus encouraging more 
proactive responses from the authorities, defending the rule of law on British soil 
and seas.

In addition, we urge the Government to invest in scuttlers to defend our sea border 
and fishing waters.

Agricultural Defences
Britain needs a new Agriculture Support Scheme which is multifaceted in outlook. 
The need for domestically grown produce and food is vital for British food security 
- hence, government support should depend on productivity and relative 
importance in the food ecosystem, and the delivery of public goods, unlike the 
current EU system which prioritises cultivating land. The government should cease 
incentivising farmers not to grow food.

Energy independence and resource sovereignty

Energy is the bedrock of a modern, dynamic economy, and the lives and livelihoods 
that count on it. The UK's energy policy has, in the past, tied us to world events and 
foreign governments. The energy needs of the British people were left to face the 
elements, the energy needs of the European people were left to face the elements. 
As such, an urgent revision of UK energy strategy is required, in which must diverge 
from EU directives and strategy. We must end the illusion of Net Zero as being the 
be all and end all for our energy goals, and use Britain's own resources and 
hydrocarbons to produce electricity for our own people.



Technological Freedom
The United Kingdom is on its way to becoming a tech hub, and its new Brexit 
freedoms shall bring it one step further, if done right. The EU's Digital Services Act, 
which poses immense burdens on digital service providers, provides the UK with a 
unique opportunity to attract major players in big tech. With the EU requiring tech 
firms to disclose algorithms for both moderation and recommender systems, the 
UK could reform the scope of the Online Safety Bill - which could be a contrasting 
legislation - to add protections for tech firms' algorithms to ensure a free market 
and a fair and level playing field, while still maintaining clauses against child abuse 
and obliging firms to take action against grooming.

Trade Agreements: Global Britain in the World
Global Britain must become a reality, not just a slogan. It doesn't mean a Britain 
swayed by foreign interests or one who is merely a member of the rules-based 
international order, but it means Britain is a leader. Britain should forge closer links 
with Anglosphere and Common Law Jurisdictions, reforging a global network of 
nations once abandoned by Britain's entry into the European Economic 
Community. To reinvigorate these once severed links, Britain must establish 
freeports in its historic port cities such as Glasgow and Southampton, to name two, 
to revitalise trade routes around the UK, to strengthen Britain's global position.

Britain must also take the opportunity to reassert the supremacy of common law in 
the United Kingdom, with Common Law taking precedence over Continental Law. 
By returning to Common Law regulations, the UK would be freeing the financial 
services sector from EU regulations, as per Barney Reynolds' proposals. 

Protecting British food standards
Britain should remain steadfast in maintaining its high food standards. We propose 
regularly testing EU produce and introducing severe punitive measures against the 
EU for failures to maintain trade standards compared to the UK, such as EU 
dropping standards on meat inspections, EU failure to police German car 
manufacturers who lied about their emissions. (E.g. impose fines or increase tariffs 
on selected manufacturers due to estimated cost of harm to the UK’s air and 
distortion of the car market). We must also test EU products, such as food, more 
rigorously for safety breaches and pollutants. At the moment we take no measures 
at all against EU breaches. Exports such as continental wine and champagne needs 
to be tested for toxins and sulphur.

Britishness and British Identity
Identity must mean more than a place of residence or a passport. We must truly 
take back control. The Prime Minister's commitment to stop the boats is 
commendable, but a solid commitment for automatic deportation in 7 days for 
illegal entrants will show that he and his government are committed to resolving 
this crisis of sovereignty. No ifs no buts. 



Education is a great equaliser and the bedrock of our future. In accordance with 
guidelines for other nations, including nations in the Commonwealth, the UK should 
end EU citizens’ special status in regard to university fees. It remains a massive and 
unnecessary cost imposed on the UK taxpayer, and a completely unwarranted 
gesture of goodwill. Similarly, we should immediately end EU citizens’ special
status with regard to UK student loans. This is also a huge unnecessary cost, 
especially given that many of these are not repaid. The British government's 
Student Loans Company refuses to admit the cost of unpaid loans among non-UK 
students, with many of these students defaulting and leaving the country.

The Government should create a mechanism for punitive action against the EU for 
misbehaviour by their citizens. From costly law breaking, to incurred jail time, to 
health tourism. Almost 1 in 9 UK prisoners are EU citizens. The same proportion of 
offenders. Billions are lost from the Exchequer dealing with EU citizens’ criminality. 
The reciprocal cost of UK offending in the EU is tiny by comparison. This is the EU 
inflicting a massive cost on the UK and we must hold the EU responsible.

On the UK side, we hope to give British students the best educational opportunities 
both at home and overseas. We seek a Turing Scheme that delivers: now that the 
UK no longer participates in the Erasmus study-abroad scheme, the Turing Scheme 
can be reformed to add a bond for participants, which obliges them to work in the 
UK and contribute STEM sector, or even the public sector or Civil Service. 

We must also investigate legal immigration: the benefits and investment they bring, 
as well as some of the vulnerabilities. The abuse of student visas, which risk turning 
the United Kingdom into mere shopping mall for universities, mean that European 
nationals are able to bring their families in with them. We hope the UK can scrap 
most or all of these ludicrously over-generous rules for those applying for EU 
Settled Status.

Education

Health Reformed
The National Health Service remains the public health service for the British 
people. As such, there is little to no justification for the burden being imposed on 
the NHS by factors such as health tourism. In order to deliver the aim of providing a 
universal healthcare service to the British people, there must be a system of 
priority for British subjects, those who have served in the Armed Forces, and 
others who have served their nation.

We support more private involvement in health care: Cooperation with private 
healthcare in sharing data, promoting specialist referrals to subsidised private 
doctors in serious instances.

We must curb the expansion of overseas-only medical schools by subsidising a 
minimum proportion of home students at British medical schools to plug the gap in 



the supply of doctors and promote social mobility in the medical sector, and to 
increase the attractiveness of the profession to young Britons. The medical 
profession must be an accessible one, and relying solely on overseas students will 
eventually lead to supply issues. The promotion of widespread government 
scholarships for sixth form students and STEM-based A-Level subjects across the 
country should be undertaken in order to increase domestic supply of medical 
students and create a new generation of medical students.

Getting Britain Working: A new era for Labour Law
A Britain ravaged by strikes is not a Britain that is working. Even today, unions that 
have a presence in sectors crucial to the functioning of our national infrastructure, 
such as trains, education, and the civil service have sought to sow distrust in 
independent pay bodies, with few attempts at co-operation. The Bruges Group 
applauds the government for introducing the Strikes (Minimum Service Levels) Bill 
2023 into the House. We seek to improve Labour relations by reforming trade union 
law and requiring minimum service guarantees.

In industrial relations, a situation where government and unions are constantly at 
loggerheads creates instability in the economy and politically. We should increase 
government co-operation with non-leftist and non-communist Trade Unions to 
maintain British labour standards and protect freedom of speech in the workplace.


